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A MAGAZINE OF CONTACT BETWEEN 
T H E MANAGEMENT ANO THE MEN 
,Ylhe 
Gre at northern Paper Compan11 - Srruce Wood Department. 
II 
®ppnrtuutty 
Master of human destinies am I! 
Fame, love, and fortune on my footsteps wait. 
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate 
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by 
Hovel an<l mart and palace- soon or late 
I knock unbidden once at every gate! 
If sleeping, wake-if feasting, rise before 
I turn away. It is the hour of fate, 
And they who follow me reach every state 
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe 
Save death; but those who doubt or hesitate, 
Condemned to failure, penury, and woe, 
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore. 
I answer not, and I return no more! 
- John James Ingalls. 
-192 
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i l • i I m EARLY twenty centuries have elapsed But clown through the ages the words ! 
j I - l l since the angel of God brought the of '"peace and good will" have echoed and ! 
j I fateful message " Glory to God in re-echoed in the hearts of men, bringing l 
j j tbe highest and on Earth peace, good will hope where there was despair and peace ! 
j l towards men" to the shepherds who were and comfort where strife and misery seemed ! 1 
j I watching their flocks by night on the hills to abound. l j 
i I of Palestine. The coming of Christ did bring peace, ! j 
I There have been times during the past as the world had n ever known it before j 
I five years when " on earth peace" has and the good will among men and nations j 
I seemed but sounding brass and trinkling which is again being established is an echo j 
I cymbals, when we have been tempted to of the good will which was proclaimed to j 
i question if there was a God of peace as it the shepherds on the hills around Bethle- j 
i. seemed that he had become a God of war. hem. j 
II i 
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it I! i j Not since the world's redeemer was in war, have in their despair asked if such a ! l' 
j j Bethlehem of Judea has there occurred on peace, a real peace, was ever to be vouch- l 
j j earth an event so fraught with promise of saf ed to mankind, if peace is ever to mean l 
• j joy and happiness for all mankind, so what it should and what it must, if the l 
• potential of the peace and good will the prophecy of the angels is to be fulfilled. I 
f Redeemer came to bring, as has been and Over the horizon of nineteen twenty 1· 
j is being euacted in the conference at Wash- two there seems to he a ray of light, the l 
j ington for the reducing of the preparation answer of hope. Upon the new year the ! 
• for war, that it may be followed by all the light of peace seems to shine as it has never I 
world with preparation for peace. Progress shone before since the glory of the Lord i l 
has been made and there is every reason illumined the faces of the Hebrew shep- i T 
to believe that once having set its face to- herds, watching their flocks and seeing in j j 
ward the light of world peace, humanity the western skies the star of Bethlehem, a l l 
will not tum back. symbol of hope, lighting the pathway of f f. 
This milestone, if the promises there the angel of peace. -
made are fulfilled, will mark the greatest Peace can come only through the will f t 
advance in the history of the world since of peace in the souls of men- it cannot j j 
the Christian era. come hy Divine Command alone. To a j l 
We of the ·English race have been ac- greater degree than ever before, the hearts j j 
customed to look hack upon that fateful of men are striving for it. j j 
day, more than 700 years ago, when the The whole worlfl has had a tremendous j j 
British barons forced the Great Charter awakening. Hopeful study of the problems j j 
from the reluctant hands of King John at of armament, the horrors of the submarine =" 
- j Runnymede, as the birthday of Anglo- anrl poison gas, is bringing together the ! ! 
j Saxon liberties. But history agrees that the different nations-their attitude is most f f 
j King only returned to the British people encouraging. To Ireland which has never I l 
j what had been theirs. The Rt>formation ceased to bleed since it was struck by the I 
j marked the emancipation of religion, but it hand uf the conqueror more than seven i 
j left humanity still bound to the chariot of hundred years ago, has come a promise that I 
I war. The Declaration of Independence was strife may cease. The terms which she has I 
j our proclamation of the birth of liberty in made with England are all that she can j 
j j the new World, but that liberty we still reasonably expect and she should be satis- = j 
j j have had to defend with the lives of our fied. fn Germany the hum of industry has l j 
i j noblest and our best. The French revo1u- smothered tht> roar of guns and the clank l j 
j i tion constituted another milestone in the of sword. Let us hope that she may see l j 
ii onward march of humanity, and the free- the . satisfactions of labor and rid herself l j 
~ i ing of the American slaves another. More of the sinister influences which haYe in the l j 
~ i deeply significant still of world progress past forced the horrors and sufferings of l j 
i was the day that marked the demolition of war on her people. f 1 
i the German military autocracy. The millennium has not come by any j l 
i But while we have been going forward means. We are still far from "the peace . • I 
i holding the torch of liberty and enlight- which passeth all understanding." f I 
i rnent in one hand, we have been forced to But that men are at last seeking to find j l 
! i carry the sword with the other. The a way, not how to bring peace by being pre- j l 
! ! menace of war has never been absent. It pared for war, hut how to abolish the j L 
I I has had to be reckoned with to maintain horrors of war and maintain peace, shows • I 
i j every good thing that we have gained. that the world through these groups of men, l i !I1 With it has come periods of peace, but has, like the shepherds who watched their f l 
! • not the peace that God sent His Son flocks, again h eard ringing through the j l 
J!1 ultimately to bring. Men dying upon the heavens, the anthem of the Heavenly hosts, j l ! . battlefields and wives, mothers and chi]- "Glory to God in the Highest and on Earth, j l 
! f dren, bereft by the savagery and agony of Peace, Good Will Towards Men." I 1 
!. d 
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4 
Men's socks are to blend with the 
color of the wearer's hair, says a 
fashion note. Some of us will be 
wearing half-hose. 
0 
"What is the most precarious occu-
pation in the world?" 
"Guiding deer hunters from the cit-
ies in the Maine woods." 
0 
The old man may get weary of an-
swering the questions his small son 
asks, but he would much rather an-
swer them than some his wife might 
ask. 
----0----
THE TEAlUSTER AND THE PIE 
A teamster went into the cook room, 
And asked for something to eat. 
They had shoulder and fresh beef, 
And baked beans galore. 
The teamster grabbed a raisin pie 
And started for the door. 
Chorus. 
Saying you can't catch me, 
You can't catch me, 
No matter how you try 
l<~or I'll bring you back your raisin pie, 
In the sweet by and by. 
Eustace Douse. 
-----0------
Some men of 60 say they feel like 30 
but many of them feel like 30 cents. 
-----0 
Customer-I wanted Swiss cheese. 
Clerk-Well I gave you Swiss 
cheese. 
Customer-But the cheese I got only 
had one hole in it. 
Clerk-I can't help that. The hole 
makers are on a strike in Switzerland 
so all our cheeses from there are now 
coming through with only one hole. 
·----01-----
A writer sent a poem to an editor, 
who, it seems, had little use for verse. 
The title of the poem was, "Why Am 
I Alive?" The editor wrote, when he 
returned the poem, "Because you sent 
your poem by mail instead of deliver-
ing it by person." 
-----01---~-
A wealthy man from New York who 
was visiting at Mt. Desert Ferry last 
summer, made the following inquiry 
of a newsboy on the train: 
"How long does it take to run to 
New York, young man?" 
The newsboy replied: "I don't 
know-how fast can you run, Mister?" 
01----
NO CART ALONG 
The girl walked briskly into the 
store and dropped her bag on the 
counter. "Give me a chicken," she 
said. 
"Do you want a pullet?" the store-
keeper asked. 
"No," the girl replied. "I want to 
carry it." 
-----0 
In a parlor there were three: 
A maid, a parlor-lamp and he; 
Two are company without a doubt 
And so the parlor lamp went out. 
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The Remains of the 20 Mile Garage- Fire 
NEAR BIER! 
Do vou know how much truth there 
is in ·the way we have spelled the 
title? 
Dr. Royal Copeland, health commis-
sioner of New York and municipal 
chemists in the leading cities say that 
thousands of people are slowly 
asphyxiating themselves by unsuspect-
ingly assimilating the poison found in 
almost every sample ef "pure bonded" 
liquor and "home brew" which they 
haye analyzed and found to contain a 
high percentage of fuse! oil in the 
vam, which in large quantities con-
sumed by steady drinking changes the 
blood from oxyhemiglobin to methe-
migobiln, they insist. It certainly 
sounds deadly-it is deadly for in 
plain United States it means that 
fusel oi l removes the oxygen from the 
blood and has the same effect as gas 
asphyxiation. 
Illicit peddlers of whiskey use 
ethlylacetate, for flavoring purpose in 
some cases and this is very injurious 
if taken in any quantity, acting as a 
heart depressant. 
The proprietor of one of the largest 
chemical laboratories in this country 
states that traces of adulteration that 
chip year after year from a life have 
been found in almost every bottle of 
so-called "bonded" liquor they have 
analyzed. 
Do you know that printing shops in 
many parts of the country are print-
ing what look like genuine whiskey 
labels and bottled-in-bond revenue 
stamps. 
In one recent raid alone of a print-
ing shop ten thousand alleged counter-
feit revenue stamps were confiscated. 
Warnings have been issued against 
prohibition booze of all kinds and the 
dangers of home hooch. "If the stuff 
doesn't kill outright it kills eventual-
ly,'' said Dr. Copeland. "It causes 
blindness and kidney diseases of a 
most serious nature. Any one who 
drinks the stuff is cutting down his 
life. The country is becoming 
physically degenerate through prohibi-
tion. With the drinking of bootleg 
booze wide-spread the effect on the 
future generation will be disastrous. 
TWENTY MILE GARAGE BURNS 
The day after Christmas was some-
what disastrous for Twenty Mile. At 
noon, while the men were in the cook 
camp, having their after dinner 
smoke, the garage was seen to burst 
into flames and although they made 
quick work of organizing a fire fight-
ing bucket brigade, they could do 
little to stem the flames, by reason 
of the danger from exploding gas-
oline. 
The flames shot high into the 
heavens and although it was at mid-
day, the glow from them was seen at 
Rockwood and the garage was soon 
consumed. There were three tractors 
inside the garade and our picture 
shows all that remained of them after 
the "all out" was sounded, though 
the remains continued to smoke and 
smoulder for two or three days. 
Spontaneous combustion is supposed 
to be the cause. 
-----10-----
"Wherever George Farrar is there 
will always be found a good table and 
an abundance of appetising food. How 
is this for a Christmas dinner in the 
big woods north of Chesuncook lake? 
Christmas Dinner in the Maine 
Woods, Umbazookskus Operation, Don 
Brean Camp, Black Pond. 
Roast Pork, a la Umbazookskus 
Roast Chicken, Sage Dressing 
Mustard Pickles, Geo. Farrar make 
Mashed Potatoes 
String Beans Green Peas 
Cinnamon Rolls 
Pumpkin Pie Mince Pie 
Chocolate Cake Walnut Cake 
Coffee Cocoa 
Mixed Candy Chocolates Peanuts 
Walnuts Bristol Cigars 
-----0 
(Associated Press Dispatch) 
LOBSTER LAKE, JAN. 18, P. M. 
To the Editor: 
Glad to advise have just found a 
spruce leaf-four leaves, at that. 
Wasn't I lucky. Now the spruce 




TEN MILE NOTES 
The Ten Mile Swing family, whose 
welfare is presided over by Mr. and 
Mrs. Nie Murphy, was resplendent 
with the sunshine of Christmas cheer 
on that eventful day of fireside gath-
erings and family reunions. 
Pa and Ma Murphy were made 
happy in having with them their sons, 
Adrian, who is clerking Lily Bay and 
Louie, who came down from Van 
Buren, where he is attending St. 
Mary's College. Supt. J. E. Sargent 
provided them with a Christmas 
chicken dinner, which was enjoyed by 
the small but happy family. 
Those present were Bob Irving, 
clerk, Carl Hagstrom, Tom Katen 
and brother, the Murphy family and 
Miss Carrie Sherman. 
Our friends remembered us with 
presents from many sections where 
they are living, and we also received 
many Christmas greeting cards. 
We certainly enjoy to its full value 
having the daily papers and maga-
zines sent us regularly by the Social 
Service Department, so that no one 
has a chance for a dull moment. 
We were very nicely remembered 
by the company this Christmas and 
desire to thank them through the 
columns of the "Northern." 
·----0-----
UMAZOOKSKUS OPERATION 
CHESUNCOOK, ME., JAN. 2, 1922. 
Mr. H. B. Coe, 
Editor "The Northern" 
6 State Street, 
Bangor, Maine. 
Dear Sir:-
We note in the December "North-
ern" that there is a demonstration 
showing we are idle 365 days a year. 
The boys in the woods are extreme-
ly sensitive in regard to their work-
ing hours shown in the December 
"Northern" and think it should have 
a sub-head "Applicable to Bangor 
Office Only," and that the figures list-
ed below be applicable to woods boys: 
Each year has 365 days. 
We work 18 hours per day, 
which is... . ......................... 274 days 
We work every Sunday, 
which is ............... .............................. 
We work every Saturday 
afternoon, which is ... 
We work th~ vacation we 
don't get.. 
We work all holidays, which 
is .... ······· ·················· ·· ················ 












Jf a man 'phones his wife that "he 
is detained at the office and can't get 
home to supper" and does it four or 
five times in succession and wife 
doesn't get suspicious and do a little 
cross emmining, there's something 
wrong in the family. 
THE NORTHERN 
PICK UPS 
Attorneys for the prosecution and 
defense had been allowed, by mutual 
consent, fifteen minutes each to argue 
a certain case. 
Counsel for the defense began his 
argument with an allusion to the old 
swimming pool of his boyhood days. 
He told in flowery oratory of the 
balmy air, the singing birds, the joy 
of youth, the delights of the cool water 
-and in the midst of it he was inter-
rupted by the drawling voice of the 
judge. 
"Come out, sir," he said, "and put on 
your clothes. Your fifteen minutes are 
up! "- The Green Bag. 
----0----
Look up and not down; look for-
ward and not back; look out, not in; 
and lend a hand.-Edward Everett 
Hale. 
.----01-----
Per ley Drinkwater, five-year old son 
of Thomas Drinkwater, who is fire-
man and engineer at the Kineo Ma-
chine Shop, was in the boiler room 
one afternoon with his father. It was 
nice and warm in there and he laid 
down behind the boiler and went to 
sleep. When it came time to stop v.ork 
Mr. Drinkwater closed the doors and 
went to the boarding house to sup-
per, thinking the boy had probably 
gone home. Shortly after supper the 
people of Rockwood were startled by 
hearing the whistle blow at the ma-
chine shop, one short blast and -r,hen 
a long one. People rushed out think-
ing there was a fire son1ewhere. Mr. 
Leighton, the foreman, went over to 
the shop and found the little :1.ve-
year old pulling the whistle cord. He 
said he could not get the door open 
so he blew the whistle. It seems a 
pretty bright idea for a boy of his 
age as he had to climb up a ladder to 
reach the rope. Mr.D1·inkwater has 
a family of six children and lives on 
the hill back of the Great Northern 
buildings. 
-----0- ----
The man who has been long married 
who suddenly blossoms out with an ex-
pensive present for his wife may have 
something on his conscience. 
---- -0----
" I hope, my dear man," said the vis-
itor to the jail, "that this has taught 
you the evil of your ways." 
"It sure has, mum," replied the pris-
oner, "and believe me the next job I 
pull I will be wearjp.g ,gloves." 
- ----0-----
"So you were shot in the ranks?" 
asked the woman of the World War 
veteran. 
"No, marm, I was shot in the head." 
-----0----
A book written more than 1000 years 
ago makes mention of two breeds of 
poultry which are still raised in China, 
and the incubators made on the same 
principle as those in use today were 
employed in Egypt 1000 years ago. 
5 
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I For The Housekeeper I 
~B~1~~~51~~ili=======:!"W~ 
RAISED BREAD 
One cup of boiling water, add one 
tablespoon of lard and one of sugar; 
then one cup of new milk and one-ha!! 
yea.st cake. Stir in flour until it leaves 
the side of the dish. Let it rise until 
you have as much again, cut it back 
with a knife; then after rising the sec-
ond time, knead and make into loaves, 
taking care not to use any flour the 
last time. Let rise in a warm place 
one hour and bake 45 minutes. 
MOLASSES PUFFS 
One cup molasses, one-half cup 
sugar, four tablespoons lard or butter 
(melted) one teaspoon ginger, one-
half teaspoon cloves, one-half tea-
spoon cream of tartar, one teaspoon 
soda dissolved in one cup boiling 
water, one egg, two cups flour. Heat 
pans hot and have them well greased_ 
SALAD DRESSING 
Three eggs, one-half cup vinegar, 
salt, one tablespoon mustard, three 
tablespoons sugar. Boil until thick 
and smooth. When cool add one cup 
of cream and beat well. 
BROWN BREAD 
One cup graham flour, one cup rye 
flour, one cup Indian meal, one cup 
molasses, one cup sour milk, two cups 
sweet milk, one dessertspoon soda, one 
teaspoon salt. Steam three hours. 
HAM JAMBALAYA 
Take one cup of rice and cook about 
twenty minutes.; then lay aside. Take 
three or four slices of bacon, chop fine 
and add three or four onions (chopped 
fine) . Fry bacon and onions; put 
bacon and onions with rice and then 
add a cup of chopped ham (boiled). 
Then add one can of tomato soup. 
Warm all together. Be careful not to 
burn bacon and onion. Very nice. 
FILLED SOFT SUGAR COOKIES 
One cup sugar, one-half cup sweet 
milk, shortening as large as an egg, 
one heaping teaspoon baking powder, 
one-half taespoon salt, flour to roll. 
Double cut and fill with dry cran-
berry sauce. 
BISQUE OF OYSTERS 
One pint of oysters, one tablespoon 
butter, yolk of one _egg, one pint milk, 
one tablespoon flour, salt and pepper 
to taste. Drain the oysters free from 
the liquid; chop half of the oysters: 
fine. Bring the oyster liquid to a 
boil, skim, add the chopped oysters: 
and skimmer ten minutes. Scald the· 
milk, rub the flour and butter together 
until smooth; add milk, stir until it 
thickens. Add the whole oysters t(} 
the liquid and as soon as the edges 
curl remove from fire. Add the beaten 
yolk of egg to the milk and take at 
once from fire and mix with oysters 
this liquor, season and serve at once. 
~~-ll~o-t _a_i_r_i_v_il_l_h_e-,a-t~a-b~u-il_d_i_n_g_, _b_u_t~it~w-o_n_'_t_g_e-. t~a-m--.a-n~v-e_r_y_f_a_.r_.~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
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OUR NEW ENGLAND 
IN MOTION PICTURES 
An Address Deli·vered to the Rotary 
Club, Bangor by Philip Davis, 
President Non - Theatrical 
Motion Picture Bureau 
New England has a population of 
approximately 8,000,000 people, al-
though it embraces but two per cent. 
of the land area of the country. 
Again, although its poulation is 
but seven per cent. of the total, New 
England has 40 per cent. of the sav-
ings of the entire United States. Here 
is the A, B, C of New England's 
large earning capacity and its recog-
nized ability to buy. It is therefore, 
one of the most coveted fields in the 
world from the standpoint of national 
and international advertisers. There 
arc other reasons why New England 
is the favorite hunting ground for 
those in search of world markets. 
New England is itself the greatest 
market in tlie world for boots and 
shoes, shoe machinery, hides and 
leather, cotton and woolen textiles 
and textile machinery, rubber and 
rubber goods. New England is the 
greatest fish market in the world. 
New England has the largest worsted 
mills in the world, also the largest 
cordage mills. More people pass 
through the railroad terminals of New 
England than of any other section in 
America-650,000,000 a year. Finally, 
New England entertains more sum-
mer visitors than any other section of 
the country. 
The three hundredth anniversary 
celebration of the landing of the 
Pilgrims is still fresh enough in our 
minds to remind us that after all, the 
story of America is the story of New 
England to a Yery large extent. This 
is particularly true of the relations 
between industrial and commercial 
America and New England. 
It is here in New England where 
the first forests were cleared, the 
wilds tamed and the foundation laid 
for a new world order, industrially 
speaking. The humblest beginnings of 
the great American industries which 
are today the wonders of the world, 
were made in New England. The 
story of these industries-which can 
best be told in motion picture, would 
s_peak eloquently of characteristic 
New England grit and stick-to-it-ive-
ness. The long procession of indus-
trial pioneers, whose failures and suc-
cesses glorify the fact that the soil 
of New England was better fitted to 
raise splendid generations of strong 
men than any other crop,-what 
splendid material for human dramas. 
In view of the rich material for the 
greatest industrial epics in history, 
why is it that nine out of every ten 
motion pictures heralded all over the 
world as great human dramas are 
staged in lux uriant studio drawing 
rooms or worse still bed-rooms, im-
provised on some distant coast? 
Again, why is it that nine out of 
·every ten pictures exhibited in New 
England and the country at large are 
s o-called society-dramas too often 
·centering around bathing beauties 
basking in Florida sunlight, when the 
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great social dramas which have been 
enacted on the rock-ribbed coast of 
New England for three hundred years 
are replete with the kind of "human 
interest" which is the keynote of all 
great successes in literature and art, 
whether on the stage or on the 
screen? 
The fact is that some of the great 
success in motion pictures like Polly-
anna and Way Down East prove New 
England's matchless material for 
human dramas, unequalled anywhere. 
All the more persistent and pertinent 
is the question which has so far been 
unanswered, even untackled, and that 
is, the why and wherefore of the al-
most deliberate neglect of New Eng-
land as a motion picture centre. To 
be sure, a tropical sun is more stable 
photographically than the New Eng-
land climate; but the real question is 
not how many hours a day you can 
shoot but whether the scenes are 
really worth "shooting." There is less 
sugar in a New England apple than 
in sugar-cane, but somehow the flavor 
is diffe1~ent, and if you care about the 
New England apple and you are good 
salesmen, you will sell that flavor. 
Until very recently, motion picture 
producers have not been sold on the 
idea that the most superb human 
dramas can better be filmed in New 
England, in the open, than in Holly-
wood studios. The very success of the 
few notable achievements in motion 
pictures made in New England prove 
the truth of these statements and the 
splendid beginnings made by such 
companies as the Curwood Produc-
tions and the Holman Day Produc-
tions mark the begininng of a new 
era-the winning back for New Eng-
land that portion of the motion pic-
ture industry and interest and atten-
tion to which it is justly entitled. 
But New England is too rich in ma-
terial and has too much at stake to 
depend on outside capital and brains 
to develop its inner resources·, dra-
matically speaking. Having always 
taken the lead in industrial develop-
ment, it should not a llow the motion 
picture industry, the fourth industry 
in the United States, to slip away 
from it. Industrial and commercial 
New Englan<;l has much at stake in 
this issue. Both theatrically and non-
the,atrically, the screen is one 'Of the 
greatest mediums of modern times. It 
speaks a universal language and car-
ries the message of the time, place 
and characters in the picture to the 
ends of the earth, and there is no 
time like the present and no place 
like New England and no characters 
like New England captains of indus-
try and their men behind the guns 
from the standpoint of the silent 
drama. 
New England leaders, therefore, 
should go after motion picture pro-
ducers or better still, produce them 
themselves as the Great Northern 
Paper Co. is doing as far as its spruce 
wood operations are concerned under 
the leadership of Mr. Fred A. Gilbert. 
This company is pioneering in this 
field as in many other fields. The 
motion pictures which are now mak-
ing of the woods operations will be 
highly instructive and interesting. 
THAT'S THE ANSWER 
"The reason you don't like classical 
music,'' remarked the wise guy, "is 
that you do not understand it." 
"Well,'' replied the simple idiot, 
"isn't that reason enough?" 
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS 
After the program a lunch of sand-
wiches, pickles, candle salad, wafers 
and coffee was served.-Hillsboro, 0., 
Ga.zette. 
-----0-----
QUITE RIGHT, GIRLIE 
That Gor ham Girl says a good 
complexion may sometimes catch a 
man but it takes a good disposition 
to hold him. 
-----·0 
NO MORE TROUNCING 
Mrs. Hive. "Why are the children 
so much worse than they used to be?" 
Mrs. Bee. "I attribute it to im-
proved ideas in building?" 
Mrs. Hive. "How so?" 
Mr.s Bee. "Shingles are so scarce, 
and you can't spank a boy with a 
tin roof." 
-----0-----
" In a sensible family, nobody ever 
hears the word 'shall' and 'shan't'; 
nobody commands, and nobody obeys, 
but all conspire and joyfully co-oper-
ate. Take off the roofs of hundreds 
of happy homes, and .. you shall see 
this order without ruler, and the like 
in every intelligent and moral so-
ciety."-Emerson. 
-----·0-----
NOTHING TO IT 
There goes Mrs. Finale. They say 
every cent her husband makes she 
i,uts on her back. 
"Poor fellow! He must have been 
out of work when that gown was 
madc."-Houston Post. 
-----0---- -
"W rite your name with kindness on 
the hearts of your associates. 
-----0-----
IN BOC\KS 
"Why, ~hjs is just like the East!" 
exclaimed the tourist. "Where is the 
'wild and wolly' West I've read so 
much about?" 
"Probably just where you read 
about it," replied the Westerner, dry-
ly.-Birmingham Age-Herald. 
_____ ,0,-----
M other-Why, Willie, what are you 
doing-teaching that parrot to swear? 
Willie-No, mother, I'm just telling 
him what he must Hot say. 
-----0-----
F at her--I'm ashamed to see you 
crying because a bee stung you. Act 
like a man. 
Bobbie-Y'yes, and th-then you-
you'd gim-me a li-lickin', like you 
s-said y-you would i-if you ever 
h-heard m-me usin' that k-kind of 
1-language.- Tit-Bits. 
-------· ~-W-7-h-.e-n_y_o_u_c_a_n __ n_o_t_r_e_m_o_v_e_a_n_o_b •• s_t_a_c_l_e_, _p_l_o_1_t.-(,-1-ro_u_n_d_i-t.:.:_-L-1-~n-c_o_l_n_. --
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EDITORIALS 
You will note that this is the 
January-February number. It doesn't 
mean that we are going to skip a 
month. Our plan has been to have 
the NORTHERN published on the 
week of the fifteenth. When the 
fifteenth comes the early part of the 
week, it makes the NORTHERN 
rather late in the month for issuance, 
particularly if its printing is delayed 
by non-receipt of cuts or other causes, 
as in December so that it is not 
mailed until the Monday or Tuesday 
following. Therefore, that we may 
not appear as being behind the times, 
and in line with the standard maga-
zines, we are calling this the January-
February number, out the middle of 
January and the next number will 
be dated March and out the middle 
of February. Just a little camouflage 
that's all. 
* * * 
I have an artist friend of life-long 
standing named Moses. 
He is hard to classify in his art 
relations as he is a devotee of the 
broad impressionistic school, yet at 
times his work shows marked care of 
detail. 
Moses works mostly in black and 
white with ctrong leaning at certain 
seasons toward the brov.--ns. 
High and low alike sit to his brush. 
He . is a boot-black. 
And the pathway which leads to 
his chairs in the Union Station, Port-
land is well worn by countless feet 
seeking his ministrations. 
He is a real man, doing asmall thing 
in a big way, and because he has been 
thrifty he has prospered, doing a 
small thing in a big way. 
A strong supporter of his church, 
he lives a life of devotion and clings 
to a certain old-fashioned ideal, an 
uncompromising craft-pride. 
When Moses had fini;;hed a job you 
will find a polish on the back of the 
shoe heels, on all sides of the sole 
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and under the counters, a job as well 
done as it is possible to do-angels 
could do no more. 
When he has completed his life's 
work here, and stands before the re-
cording angel he will hear these 
words, "well done thou good and 
faithful servant, take thou a place 
with the seats of the mighty." 
* * * * 
The power of a smile i.s a wonderful 
thing. I was reminded of this the 
other evening at one of our moving 
picture shows at -- farm. 
Chairs had been placed in the men's 
room and a man who had been sitting, 
left his chair to speak to someone who 
had just come in and while he was 
talking with his friend a man who 
had just come down from an opera-
tion, took the vacant chair and moved 
it to another row · of chairs and sat 
down. 
When the other man came back and 
saw his chair gone he, in a perfectly 
good natured, joking way said to the 
man who had taken it: "Did you 
swipe my chair?" For some reason 
the question didn't set just right and 
the man to whom it was addresesd 
making reply in a loud semi angry-
want-to-fight voice allowed that he did 
take it and had · a perfect right to it. 
Just a slight flare-up on the other 
man's part might have precipitated 
something, but he just looked at the 
other fellow and smiled in a sort of 
"D-m you smile" tone of voice. The 
fellow with a chip on his shoulder 
looked kind of foolish, let the chip fall 
off and smiled too. Great is the power 
of a smile-it has won many a diplo-
matic battle. 
* * * 
I wonder how far reaching the 
limitation of armament will extend. 
vYill it effect those who go into the 
Maine woods to shoot. That seems 
a far cry from a battleship but the 
phychology of it may not be so far 
removed after all. 
War has undeniably fostered in the 
heart of man the zest to kill or de-
stroy both living and inanimate 
things. A few weeks ago a man up 
in Canada, chased two antelope, sup-
posed to be the fleetest of four footed 
animals, in an automobile. The 
hunter OVf!rtook and shot the graceful 
animals, cafried them to camp and 
was proclaimed a great sportsman. 
Undoubtedly this incident would apply 
locally by changing "antelope" to 
"deer" and "Canada" to "Maine"-
provided of course that there were rio 
game wardens around and thank God 
we have laws prohibiting such bestial 
slaughter. 
A man armed with a pump gun 
goes into our forests and cleans up a 
flock of partridge as they sit on a 
limb 01· feed on the ground, with not a 
Chinaman's chance to escape. This 
same man or another of his stamp 
takes a high power rifle with a maga-
zine full of shells and a skilled guide 
to point out the deer. The law allows 
him to shoot one buck and one doe. He 
gets his two deer-though the guide 
may have shot them-and no one 
knows how many doe he has killed and 
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left in the woods, and on arrival home 
is proclaimed a great hunter. 
With the most perfect angling out-
fit a man can buy he goes to our 
streams and lakes and "has a lot of 
fun" killing, not only all the fish he 
can possibly eat but many more be-
sides. If they are below the limit of 
the law in size, he gets mad at the 
fish for getting on his line, yanks him 
off and throws him on the bank to 
die and rot. He boasts of his skill 
and the number of fish be has caught 
and instead of being condemned as a 
fish hog for his waste and destruction 
he is regarded as a great angler. 
I don't say that all men nor the 
majority of anglers do this and it is 
my privilege to enjoy the friendship 
of many real sportsmen, but alto-
gether too many men do do this. 
What is the result? For years 
nature has been rearing these animals 
and these fish. We express our sorrow 
that our game fish are not as plenti-
ful as they were formerly and that 
the graceful deer are fast disappear-
ing in certain sections of our state. 
We do our best with laws to protect 
them but what we most need is to 
awaken in the minds of those who go 
into the woods the sense of fair play, 
not only to their fellow sportsmen but 
to the fish and game as well, and to 
put away those childish desires to kill 
and to waste. 
How often have you seen men walk-
ing along the wood side and with a 
stick thoughtlessly mow down the 
beautiful grasse~ and flowers which 
nature has grown in all their wonder-
ful delicacy of form and beauty of 
color. How often have you seen men 
who must shy a rock at every little 
ehipmunk or red squirrel they see 
frisking along a stone wall or darting 
from tree to tree, and at every bird 
swinging on a twig and pouring out 
its heart in the fullness of melody. 
This zest for destruction is some-
thing we must constantly curb and 
fight against until all can see how 
nrnch we need those things we so 
carelessly destroy and how much more 
beautiful they are alive than dead. 
Fish and game were meant for us 
to catch and kill, if needs be for our 
sustenance, but they were not meant 
to be .killed just for the sake of 
killing. 
* * * 
DEPE~DABILITY 
A man's permanent value rests on 
his dependability. The first question 
asked is, "Can we depend upon this 
person?" A man may be clever, 
capable and agreeable, but if you can 
not depend upon him you do not want 
him around. To be dependable we 
must be dependable in all things, little 
and big, at all times, in all places, 
under all circumstances. We can not 
be dependable if we have weak health, 
weak character and a weak will. The 
dependable man keeps as straight in 
the dark as in the light. You know 
that wherever he is put he will not 
cheat, he will not do any mean or con-
temptible thing.-1\!Iaking Paper. 
~~-.Nl~e-n~w-i-th~o-u_t_e_n_t-.h-u_s_i_a_s_rn~c-a_n_'_t _h_o_p_e_. _t_o~a-r_o_u_s_e_e_n_t_h_u_s_i_a_s_rn-.~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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m With the Superintendent fil 
Social Service Division 
A NOTABLE INSTITUTION 
The writer was invited a short time 
ago to inspect the night school in 
Portland. I spent an entire evening 
visiting these many classes of almost 
every subject that go with school 
work. This is an institution of which 
Portland and the State of Maine may 
well be proud. There was an attend-
ance in this last fall term of about 
seven hundred. The evening when I 
was there was the opening session fol-
lowing the Christmas vacation. New 
ones were applying for admission. The 
school is held in the High School 
building. Mr. Rowe is the devoted 
and efficient Principal. During sev-
eral years as both Teacher and Supt. 
of Sclx>ols I never saw more apparent 
interest and display of earnest pur-
pose than was evinced among this 
student body the makeup of which is, 
I judge, largely foreign. I saw them 
in various grades of adva11<Jement and 
in ages ranging from young men and 
women to middle aged people. Mr. 
A. S. Bisbee, who is intimately con-
n<~cted with the Americanization pro-
gramme in the State and who is a 
member of the Portland School Board, 
is Chairman of the Committee on 
night school. Mr. Bisbee has willing-
ly taken the lead in this work, and 
with much hard effort, backed by a 
loyal Committee and a faithful corps 
of teachers has certainly brought 
things to pass along a most important 
line. Let the entire citizenship of the 
State say "Amen" to this sort of work 
and enterprise and never fail to back 
and support such institutions. It is 
being arranged to have Mr. Bisbee 
spend some time in our territory giv-
ing addresses to our employees, a few 
of which addresses he has already 
given. 
* * * 
THE BASAL NEED AND 
CONSEQUENT AUTHORITY 
OF GOVERNMENT 
In the last issue of "The Northern" 
we attempted to show the most 
emphatic and fundamental relation of 
the great and varied number of 
threads in "The Social Fabric." It is 
our purpose now to take, in this dis-
cussion, the next step in logical 
sequence. This is the need of Gov-
ernment. Then from this step to the 
next which is indicated in our caption 
at the head of this article, the author-
ity of Government. 
There is the closest connection be-
tween "The Social Fabric" and "The 
Basal Need of Government." There 
is the most supreme demand for Gov-
el'llmen:t grounded in this social con-
stitution of things. This web, com-
posed of almost countless and in-
numerable threads, cannot long en-
dure without some regulations to gov-
ern this huge mass of individual fac-
tors. It does not require long and 
continued thought to see that this 
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living, pulsating, developing mass of 
human nature must have Jaw and 
order by which to regulate human 
affairs. This is not a fancied need 
of poetical minds nor a superficial 
behest of cheap politicians and would-
be but unworthy statesmen. It is a 
downright need as complete as this 
world is necessary to physical life, 
and as constantly recurring as the 
sunlight. Viewed in a certain light, 
it might seem' to be folly to discuss 
the need of government in the 
twentieth century. With our right-
fully boasted civilization it appears at 
first thought to be unnecessary to call 
attention to something that is by 
many regarded as an axiom. We only 
wish this were so. When anything 
as dangerous as anarchic propaganda 
is being promoted and anarchical 
sympathy is being fostered, it is in-
deed quite time to recognize organized 
government and see something of its 
true demand. So much for the need 
of government. 
Our next step, we have stated 
above, is the authority of government. 
Perhaps we can best come, at once, 
in the unfolding of our thought at 
this point by formulating a truism; 
here it is, v\Then a demand or re-
sponsibility exists there must be 
authority to match. Given the need 
of government, therefore, its author-
ity. There are many things of past 
centuries and generations which have 
been discarded. The illumination of 
advancing civilization brings this 
blessing. But we must be careful in 
apprising these discarded matters not 
to be too harsh and unmindful of 
the situation. Some of these cast-off 
ideas and conclusions probably were 
best at the time in the world's history 
when they prevailed. Take the old 
doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings. 
Perhaps a good theory for the ages 
when it was allowed. We will not 
diEcuss that point. The Divine Right 
of Kings is in the discard. The idea 
that any individual or succession of 
individuals has any divinely bestowed 
authority to rule independent of the 
governed in civil and political affairs 
is a blasted theory. But the divine 
right of government is quite another 
matter. And for man to recognize 
and co-operate with government is to 
co-operate with the Creative Force of 
this world and the Builder of the 
universe. For, as surely as the 
creative Force has made the physical 
world, so surely has it establislied the 
social situations of the social realm. 
And man's long record through sue- · 
ceeding ages in quest for better gov-
ernment is one of · the· great achieve-
ments of the race. This, -however, is 
still another matter which we shall 
call "The Method of Government" and 
about which we shall write in the 
next copy of "The Northern." We 
are yet considering the authority of 
government. There is no one word 
which so well and fully expresses the 
acme of all modern Nations and the 
goal of all democratic governments 
as that word, Liberty. Thinking that 
lingers on the surface, readily con-
cludes that in a land of liberty there 
is essentially no law, no government. 
We have seen this so many times in 
the coming of the Immigrant. Born 
and reared under old world conditions 
he seeks America. Liberty is in his 
imagination and heart. If we are 
correctly informed by immigration 
students and have rightly sensed the 
controlling notion of the average 
Foreigners, his overtowering longing 
for liberty loses for him his recogni-
tion of law. He sooner or later 
learns, perhaps, that that which he so. 
ardently seeks is the creature of that 
which he forgets. Let not only our 
foreign population learn, but let all 
Americans remember that law and 
liberty are inseperably linked, that 
law comes through liberty and liberty 
through law. Any social leadership 
that does not, therefore, recognize the-
authority of government is dangerous-
ly faulty in its thinking and con-
clusions, or else it is purposely trea-
sonable to the created and inevitable-
social arrangement. The government. 
has a most inherent right to speak .. 
Its authority is divine. Its need is 
embedded in the ground work of 
humanity. Its institution is man's: 
only way to lasting liberty. Its power 
is our lone assurance of safety. Laws 
should be enforced. Poor laws should 
be changed; and let all good law abid-
ing citizens do their part in an 
evolutionary process to altar unwise-
laws that have crept into being; but 
let no citizen think of any revolu-
tionary method and attempt to strike 
at the authority of the Republic. We 
find ourself approaching that ground 
which we have stated above will be 
a topic for the next issue of this 
paper; so we refrain now from 
further writing. 
- ----0-----
All will be glad to know that 
Forrest Colby is making a rapid re-
covery from his recent operation at. 
a private Massachusetts hospital. 
------0 
"How much are your chops?" asked 
the little girl. 
"Twenty cents," replied the butcher. 




"Oh; dear, mother can't afford that," 
said the perplexed little girl. 
"Well, what would you like?" asked 
the butcher kindly. 
"I'd like a limousine, but my mother 
wants five cents worth of liver." 
One day a Polac came to Smiler 
Reilly, where he was building a dam. 
and said he ought to have a pair of 
rubber boots as the water wet his feet. 
Smiler looked at him and said, "Say 
you, you knowed you was going to 
work on a dam didn't yer ?" 
"Yes said the Polac." 
"You knowed it would be wet. Did 
you ever know any one to build a dam 
on a ridge?" 
------· On the other hand a man is also the architect of his own misfortune. 
... Bangor Office Locals ... 
The basketball team journeyed to 
Carmel Dec. 16, and played the Car-
mel A. A., loisng by a score of 38-32. 
On December 23 the Northern team 
entertained the Bucksport A. A. at 
Brewer City Hall, and at the end of 
the evening's program sent them home 
on the short end of a score, 38-7. 
January 6 the team left by auto 
for Lincoln, where they met the fast 
team of the Lincoln Easterns and lost 
to that team by the score of 48-40. 
This was some rugged game, and 
after the Northern team got warmed 
up after the ride they showed some 
stuff. The team arrived just in time 
to change clothes and go right onto 
the floor. 
First period ended Eastern 20; 
Northerns 8--Second period ended 
Eastern 32; Northerns 16-Third 
period ended Eastern 48; Northerns 
40. Alibi: If we had only had 5 
more minutes to play. 
On January 11th, the team was 
scheduled for Belfast, but on account 
of the storm on that day was obliged 
to cancel the game. The team has to 
make all its trips by auto after the 
office closes at 6 p. m. Therefore, if 
a storm comes up causing bad roads, 
the games have to be cancelled 
January 13th, the team journeys 
to Ellsworth, where they meet the 
fast team of Hancock county. Good 
luck boys. 
January 19th, the Eastern A. A. 
of South Brewer and the Northern 
team will have a set-to in Brewer 
City Hall. 
It has been suggested that a bell 
be tied to one of the players-in order 
that the team can get an earlier start 
for home after the dance which fol-
lows each game. \Ve are not men-
tioning any name-but he jumps 
center. 
* * * 
Third Northern Assembly, Jan. 16, 
1922, Royal Arcanum Hall. Barker's 
orchestra. Refreshments. 
* * 
P. E. Higgins of Seal Harbor has 
accepted a position as stenographer 
in the Accounting Department. 
* * * George Fogg, our new assistant 
bookkeeper, has opened a new account 
entitled "Millkt. LIVER improve-
ments." 
* * * 
Lem: "For the love of Goslen, Liz, 
take that benzine away from the 
fire." 
Liz: "What's the matter, Lem, 
gettin' superstitious?"-Am. Leg. 
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TRAGEDIES OF OLD 
SOURDNAHUNK 
Ligltts out 
The 'Big Boss' found him some-
where around Boston and shipped him 
up to the camps. This was sometime 
in the late '90ties. A college man, 
and a West Pointer besides one of the 
first men ashore at Santiago--well 
educated, polished, and the nephew of 
one of our great Secretaries of State, 
Harry was his name and no Jacob had 
ever wrestled with the angel more 
strenuously than he with John Barley-
corn, and this without being blessed 
during his 30 and four years. 
And this was how he came to be 
found in the Big Boss boom, which 
was always hung out to catch boys 
who were working their way through 
college, old men who had seen better 
days, and human derelicts of this 
kind when no one else could use them. 
From the 'Land of Wild Oats" to the 
woods of Sourdnahunk was some 
jump, but he was of good fighting 
stock and he 'stuck'. For seven years 
he stayed there going down to 'the 
States' once a year to get second 
money in another 'wrestle'. But the 
loneliness and hopelessness of this 
battle overcame him. They found him 
one morning near his camp a bullet 
hole through his chest and a short 
note told the story. Seven years was 
enough. 
* * 
A busted boom 
Two or three thousand pieces of 
spruce logs were left in the lake to be 
taken care of later on. Two men, Dud 
Hall and Frank Crudden, were 'watch-
ing camp' and keeping their 'eye out' 
on the logs. The hurricane came about 
the first of May, while we were camp-
ing on the 'Brighton Dead Water', and 
we sent a man over to the Lake to re-
port. He came back with the report 
that the boom was broken, and noth-
ing could be found of the men left to 
watch. A report came that they had 
gone to bear trapping and another that 
they had struck for the 'States'. A 
crew was sent to see if they had been 
drowned- but no clue. It was a great 
mystery. A prominent Old Town lum-
berman says, "why don't you go see 
Mrs. - --" naming a local clairvoy-
ant. This the 'Old Timer' did. "You 
will find them," she said, "in a J:.iig 
lake, near a big rock. They have on 
their hands, mittens, heavy clot:ties, 
and their rubber coats." The big rock 
which she described in detail was 
never found, but both men were dis-
covered in the water exactly as she 
told us. 
* * 
Tlte 13Ut man 
It was in the early 90ties. Rogers 
and Hersey were operating on "Little 
Sourdnahunk" and had sent a crew 
in from Patten early in September to 
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was four o'clock when the 'cave in' 
occurred and Johnny Childs was the 
only man caught. They dug him out 
of the gravel, crushed and bleeding, 30 
miles to Trout Brook Farm the near-
est house, 62 miles to Patten and the 
nearest doctor, yet a man was started 
with a lantern over that wild wilder-
ness road that night after help for the 
suffering man. About 8 o'clock John-
ny regained consciousness. He called 
the boys up to him. "I-can't-live-
long", he said, "and-I-don't-want-to-
,to-die-like-this, some one must pray, 
can't-somebody-pray?" 
The old tin kerosene lamp sent its 
flickering rays over the dying man and 
these rough men who had looked death 
in the face a score of time,-men who 
had gone to the help of their chums 
at the risk of their lives many a time, 
now felt their helplessness to meet 
this last request. Sweat broke from 
their temples, sobs came from their 
lips, as he asked again, and again 
then someone sank down on their 
knees and commenced 'Our Father 
who art in Heaven'. I don't know as 
he knew much more of the prayer 
than that-but never since time be-
gan was there an audience, ever more 
respomiive, or a congregation more 
humble and impressed than these 
rough 'lumber jacks. And while 'The 
Angel of Death' came and went, the 
Spirit of Him who holdeth us all in 
the hollow of His hand drew very nigh 
to a humble logging camp on 'The 
Little Sourdnahunk' that night. 
Old Timer. 
John Baker, who has been assistant 
clerk at Pittston last fall, has been 
appointed clerk at 40 Mile vice. Frank 
J. Cyr resigned. 
-----0-----
J oh n F. Mahon has been appointed 
a;;sistant clerk at Grant Farm. 
John Williams, who has clerked 
Lily Bay operation for some time, is 
now clerking the Machine Shop job at 
Greenville Jct., and Adrian Murphy 
is clerking Lily Bay. By the way 
Adrian, what about sliding into the 
brook? 
_____ ,0,----~ 
Harry Severance and crew from the 
Pittston cut off bridge and Lonnie 
Mann's crew, who have been working 
on the piers at Carry Pond, closed 
their work for the winter and went 
down river December 28th. 
-----0 
Walter O'Connell is clerking Harry 
Boye's job of running the new copper 
wire line between Grant Farm and 
Greenville. 
clean out the brook and build a dam at o-----
o the Harper Camp. 1.3 men, all woods- E. E. Ricker is clerking Longley 
Moving pictures were shown at men, rough and as profane as a 20 b · d b M 
Duck Pond on January 4th and were years course in that University of Pond Dam, repairs erng ma e Y r. 
h · d b 11 t It · Hell, the old time Penobscot River Sargent under the direct supervision 
~~~d ~~~~y!ill :Or:e oft~~.en . is lumber camps could make them. It of Pat Whalen. 
Many a man has been carried under by the sheer weight of his dignity. ·------
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NOTES ALONG THE BLAZED TRAIL 
W. L. Arnold and Earle Bean are 
scaling at Sourdnahunk operation. 
* * * 
"Deer Pond Inn" has r ecently 
changed management, Keg Daley now 
being manager. 
* * * 
Mr. Schenck, son of Ingleton 
Schenck, Supt. of the Madison mill, is 
visiting the various operations in the 
vicinity of Grant Farm. 
* * * 
Ice harvesting at the several farms 
has been going on during the month 
of December. They are getting an 
excellent crop at Rice Farm. 
* * :J: 
Harry Bowe made a trip from Lily 
Bay to Kineo and return on the ice 
r ecently with his Reo. 
* * * 
The dam at Longley Pond has been 
completed and another is being built 
on Umbazookskus Stream. 
* * * 
Mrs. Robert Eddy is ill with pneu-
monia at Chesuncook. 
* * * 
George McGuire has a crew at work 
cleai·ing and -burning the dry-kei in 
U nibazookskus mead9ws. He also has 
a crew at Howe Brook getting boom 
logs. 
* * * 
Steamboat West Branch No. 1, 
which operates on the Lower Lakes, 
is being converted into an oil burner. 
In this boat will be installed a Fair-
banks-Morse engine of the same type 
a8 that in C. 0. 21, which operates 
on Chesuncook Lake. Mr. Ingalls, 
who built the C. 0. 21, is remodelling 
th e W. B. 1. 
NOTICE 
A package of clothing was re-
ceived at Cooper Brook marked Great 
Northern Paper Co., Cooper Brook, 
Kakadjo, Maine, but its contents are 
such that they belong to some m-
dividua l. 
If anyone is missing thi s package 
please write Cooper Brook Operat~on 
and give contents of package wit h 
forwarding address. 
Henry Beal is foreman of the 
garage at Grant Farm. 
- - --- 0>-- ---
W e have found another reason for 
the popular ity of 40 Mile boarding 
house. The smile of Miss Mabel 
Lane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lane, 
when she serves the table at meal 
time, is worth going 40 miles to see. 
- - - - -o,-----
H en ry Markie has recovered from 
the abscess which formed in his hip 
as the result ofa fall and is making 
the paint fly at Grant Farm. He is 
painting the interior of the office 
building and the boarding house. 
-----0 
Our old friend Roscoe Hodgdon is 
back on the job of feeder at Pittston. 
Seems like old times to have Roscoe 
ready to care for your drivers when-




Kathleen Sargent spent her vaca-
tion at Rockwood with her parents 
and returned Tuesday following New 
Years, to St. Joseph's Academy. 
Danny Flanagan is wondering if it 
always pays to be tender hearted and 
kind to animals, 'specially cats. The 
next time perhaps Danny will be as 
well off if he lets Al. Leighton con-
vince him that the cat does belong 
to Al. Its queer what a little thing 
will make a man stop whistling so 
suddenly when he comes home from 
the dance and everyone else has gone 
to bed and the cellar door has been 
left open. J olm Morrison was very 
anxious to know how the game came 
out and Dick Cushing seems to be 
able to sleep even when the electric 
light is turned on. 
Harold Sargent, who has been 
spending Christmas vacation at Rock-
wood with his parents, returned to 
Van Buren, where he is attending 
St. Mary's College. 
Moving pictures are shown at the 
Rockwood Hall every week. This 
gives every one a chance to see the 
pictures and is much appreciated. 
Our old friend Art Mishou has 
doped out a new scheme to shoot 
trouble. He stopped at the Rockwood 
Store and purchased an Ouija board. 
Who could be the fair lady to sit 
opposite him? We will ask Millie. 
Miss Elizabeth Flanagan, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. John Flanagan of 
Maple street, and sister of Dan F. 
Flanagan, Kineo Store House, was 
among the 12 young women who Sun-
day completed their postulancy in the 
Order of the Sisters of Mercy and 
entered upon their novitiate a s white 
veil novices at St. Joseph's convent, 
Deering, the occasion being attended 
by special ceremony performed by Rt. 
Rev. Louis Walsh, bishop of Portland. 
This band of 12 constituted the 
largest unit entering the order since 
the establishment of St. Joseph's Con-
vent, and one of the largest in the 
histor y of the order in the state. 
Among the Bangor people present 
a t the ceremony were Miss M. Helena 
Flanagan and Daniel F. Flanagan, 
si£ter and brother of Miss Elizabeth 
Flanagan, Miss Esther Carlin and 
Mrs. Bernard Welch. A numer of 
Old Town people, relatives and friends 
of Berna dette Langlois of tha t city, 
who also entered upon the novitia te, 
were also present. 
Rulers may confer in mansions 
Each one striving to o'er reach 
And obtain the great advantage; 
All in vain the Ages teach. 
All the Races are God's children; 
Red and yellow, black and white, 
" Polack," "Dago," "Frog" and 
"Yankee," 
"Boche' and all- His sons by right. 
Each one striving to be greatest 
Never will cause war to cease. 
"Good-will" is the only lever 
That will lift the world to "Peace." 
C. E . C. 
PITTSTON BRIDGE 
The bridge of the Pittston cut-off, 
shown on page 11, was completed last 
month. It is the very latest of girder 
type design, and was constructed in 
Massachusetts, and consist s of five 48 
inch eyebeams, each 90 feet long. 
Each eyebeam weighs about seven 
ton. The concrete piers wer e built 
to set nearly 90 feet apart, being 23 
feet in width and setting well back on 
both shores. There is a 14 foot road 
way between wheel guards, in 4-inch 
pine beams bolted to the eyebeams 
and planked. The bridge now com-
pletes the detour section from the 
Pittston Farm road to the junction 
of the Canada Falls and Forty Mile 
road, which was constructed by a 
crew in charge of Walter Dunn dur-
ing the summer months, and super-
vised by ,J. E. Sargent, Supt. of 
Highways. 
STATE OF MAINE 
PROCLAMATION 
BY THE GOVERNOR 
JANUARY 1st, 1922 
N ew Y ear's Resolutions for the 
S tate of Maine 
A s the individual is accustomed to 
pause upon the threshhold of a N ew 
Y ear to review the pcist and survey 
the prospect before him, so m ay w e, 
the People of Maine on N ew Year's 
Day, 1922, look back upon the year 
tlwt has closed and resolve upon a 
course of action for the year that has 
begun . 
L et us as u. people, whatever our 
origin or creed, and regardless of our 
station in life, en ter u pon this N ew 
Y ear with the determincttion-
To recognize honest differences of 
opinion, and to make serious effort to 
get other people's point of view : 
To credit other people with good 
inten tions : 
To think and speak well of other s : 
To ask n o privileges f or ourselves 
we are n ot willing to accord to 
others : 
To remember that true personal 
liberty goes hand in hand with self-
control: 
To avpreciate the great privilege it 
is to be a citizen of Maine, a S tate 
that has no peer am ong its sister 
States : 
To rnake Maine a law -abiding S tate 
that will serve as an exam ple to our 
Country , and 
To add t he "Golden Rule" t o the 
State's m otto "Dirigo." 
Given at the Office of the Governor 
at A ugusta, and sealed with the 
G?·eat Sale of Maine, this F irst Day 
of January, in the Y ear of our Lord 
One Thousand N ine Hundred and 
Twenty-Two, and of the State of 
Maine the One Hundred an d S econd. 
PERCIVAL P. BAXTER, 
Goi•ernor of Maine. 
B y the Goi•ernor, 
FRANK W. BALL, 
S ecretary of State. 
------·--------The Wishing Gate leads to no-where. 
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I I 
i i j CAMP HOSPITALITY j 
j A. L. T. CUMMINGS, University of Maine j 
j Was purty cool too, on ma ol' camp dat night; j 
-
•I I'm t'inkin' she's tam' go for bed, •1 But jes' w'en I'm startin' for douse out de light I Some t'ing go "Honk! Honk!" near de shed. l 
I Dat soun' lak de flivver of ol' Joe Lemour- T 
j Can't be he was come here so late. • 
11 "Hello, Joe!" I shout, w'en he's rap on de door, !1 "Entree ! Glad for see you' ol' pate!" 
j She ain't Joe at all, but two ladie' was dere; j 
j Been drove from de city, dey say; j 
j Deir lamp' was geeve out, so dey cannot see w'ere j 
j Is road she's been pass on dat day. j 
-
•I Would I pleas' tak' dem in for stay till de morn? •I 
Could ax anny price dat I lak'; 
j W'en day-tam' was come, jes' so sure as dey's born j 
j To city can fin' deir way back. j 
j I show dem de bes' bunk, all sof' wit' pine spill'; j 
-
•I In morn' nice hot biscuit I bak'; •1 Dey're so t 'ankful to me- "An' w'at was you' bill?" 
j Dey ax-but not cent will I tak'. j 
! I wash up .deir car an' pump air on de tire, i 
I Fill crank-case wit' oil from beeg can • 
• Dat was onder de seat, den wit' leetle wire I ! Feex · lamp, an' slip belt on de fan. j 
I • • Dey t'ank me beeg lot for dat job I was do I 
I · An' say I'm bes' man on de town, • 
j Den wave me "Adieu," also t'row kiss or two- ! 
j Dat ingine, I don't lak' de soun'. ! 
•I Well, mebbe wan hour since dey go away !
1 Some feller was drive pass ma place 
T An' tole me two ladie' was stuck down de bay- • 



















i • I • I • 
I hitch up ma ol' plug an' drive. t'ree mile, 'bout, 
Fin' dem on de side o' beeg hill. 
"W'at you put on dis car, 'stead o' oil?" dey was· shout-
Dey bote look so mad dey could kill. 
I tak' wan good w'iff w'en I lif' up de hood 
For fin' if de troub' I can see; 
Dat ingine was smell lak' de sweet maple wood 
On spring, w'en de sap was ronne free. 
'•I fill up de case wit' you' own oil," I say, 
"From ·· tin can was onder de seat"-
Dey bote spik at once den: "We're sure here 
·Dat's can maple)"~yrup for eat!" 
0W'at 'appen, you see, w'en de ingine go fas' 
Dat syrup commencin' for boil; 
She's mak' solid lump maple sugar at las' 
So, 'course, leave no chance for de oil. 
"My dear ladie' " I say "so sorree I be 
But black-si'nit' can' feex you alright'; 
May tak' t'orteen hour, so ride back wit' me, 
Be gues' on ma camp 'noder night." 
for stay; 
I I 
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IF THE CORNERS 
CUXABEXIS AND CHESUNCOOK 
ITEMS 
Nature's new bridge on Cuxie lake 
affords a splendid opportunity for the 
ladies and children to enjoy afternoon 
airings. This operation can boast of 
five women and three babies. Recent-
ly it was suggested to have the 
Chesuncook orchestra come over to 
Cuxabexis and let all enjoy the 
toddle. On Saturday, Nov. 3rd, James 
Yeo reported good footing across 
Chesuncook lake. James is taking 
dancing lessons. 
* * * 
On Tuesday, November 1st, the 
baby at Chesuncook enjoyed a birth-
day party. All reported a good time. 
* * * 
The school fund was enlarged near-
ly $50.00 at Chesuncook recently when 
a dance was given for this purpose. 
Punch and cake were served. Dan 
Smith and Ed Hall furni shed music 
for a well arranged order. 
* * * 
On Sunday, November 4th, the 
writer enjoyed luncheon at the Enman 
and Taylor cottages and if one wishes 
to know who cuts all the woods at 
Enman's camp, just ask Edward, Jr. 
* * * 
The McLain and Taylor babies cer-
tainly are pictures of health. We 
contend Cuxabexis air is the cause. 
* * * 
Hiram Johnson of McLain's camp 
has something on cutting stump wood. 
It's a secret. Hiram does it by 
lantern light . 
* * * 
Shed Scot isn't trapping this sea-
son a s he hasen't any hand knit 
mittens. 
* :;: * 
Bob had better keep an eye on 
Buddie or James' new Ayredale will 
be getting a new diet. Is he insured, 
James? 
* * * 
Some people are lucky in having 
private package delivery. How about 
it Mariam ? 
* * * 
One of the new cottages at Chesun-
cook is the cause of quite a lengthy 
walk, especially after dances. Yet 
Lieut. Lloyd Black is accustomed to 
long hikes. 
W. R. KENNEY. 
of that leaf you turned over New ljear's 
Day are beginning 
Optimism doesn't mean anything unless it is tempered with judgment. 
FURB U SH PRI NTI N G CO., 8ANG OR 
